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3 Vocabulary 

with the picturesMatch the sentences  
 

 
 D C                          A                               B  

    1. Kindness boosts energy and strength in elderly people. 
     2. Dictionary entries offer some information and explanations about the words.  
     3. She is trying to look up the words that she needs for translating the English essay. 
     4. The child is in hospital, so he can't attend in his school. 
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: .proper words from the list. There is one extra word in the listFill in the blanks with  

 

Boosts / diary / recommend  / entries / combination 
 

5. I try to record all my memories in my …………………. so that I don’t forget them. 
 6. Could you please ……………….. a good monolingual dictionary to me. 
 7. The building is a/n …………………….. of new and old styles. 5. 
 8. Kindness ……………..… energy and strength in elderly people. 
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1 BMatch column A with the words in column B. There is one extra item in column  
                               A 

me for breaking the vase. orgavef. Mom 9 
.introductionpage -. This book has only a two11 

the chairs around the table. arrange. We'll need to 11 
in your life, but you have to be strong. failures. You may face a lot of 12 

                               B 
a. to stop being angry with someone. 
b. to suddenly decide to do something. 
c. a lack of success in doing something. 
d. to put things in a neat, attractive , or useful order. 
e. the part at the beginning of a book that gives you a general idea about. 
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0 blanks with proper words on your own Fill in the 
31. He caught a terrible flue, so I took his t-------------------- 
31. I.R.I s-------------------- for Islamic Republic of Iran. 
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5 Choose the best answer. 

35. If you don’t put on your warm coat, you may ………………………….. cold. 

a. receive     
 

b. generate     
 

c. share     d. catch 
 

31-The rich man ...............a hospital and a school in the town where he was born. 

a. discovered b. pressed 
 

c. founded 
 

d. increased 

32:5 



31. The brain is like a very powerful and…………..…..computer. 

a. complicated b. essential c. confusing d. ordinary 
 

31. Their first attempt to climb Damavand ended in ……………. . 

a. duty b. value c. generation d. failure 
 

31. Although I listened carefully, I couldn’t ………what she said. 

a. define b. magnify c. figure out 
 

d. care for 
 

 

6 Mark the odd one  
02. a) proverb              b) adverb                  c) adjective                            d) verb 
01. a) invent                 b) develop                c) destroy                               d) create 
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7 Make Collocation 

00.Make                                 a. meal  
03. take                                  b. food  
04.quick                                 c. temperature 
                                                d. mistake 
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8 ammarGr 
25. The boy buys a new car, --------------------? 

a. does he b. doesn't he c. didn't he 
 

d. does the boy 

 

21. Loghat-e Fors was made by Asadi Tusi------------was a famous poet in the 5th century.  

a. who b. whom 
 

c. which 
 

d. when 

 

21. This is Sarah’s book,--------------------------? 
 

a. isn't she b. isn't this 
 

c. isn't it 
 

d. does it 

 

21. The window ………………….broken yesterday by  children. 

a. would be  b. was c. has been  1- did 
 

 

21. English ----------- in a lot of countries. 

a. speaks b. is speaking 
 

c. is spoken 
 

d. has spoken 

10. They ------------ the house last month and now it looks nice. 

a. repaired b. are repairing 
 

c. were repaired 
 

d. are repaired 
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9 Write the correct form of the words in parentheses. 
 

31. A lot of cars ------------- in this factory last year. 
32. My parents ------------ to the party, have they?( come) 
33. Sara -------------- to feed the chickens, did she ? (forget) 
34. My mother ------------- my brother to school for two hours.(take) 
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30 ntenceFind the error in each se 
35. A new medicine has made by doctors to cure cancer. 
36. Sheila said nothing at the meeting last night, didn't she? 
37. The television whom they have designed is going to be very expensive.  
38. Mina bought a new coat, or she didn't wear it.      
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33 .Unscramble the sentences 
39. Scientists / camera / and / by / were / light bulb / invented / . 
41. yesterday / I / the keys / lost / which / found / I / . 
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3: Make a relative clause with the best relative pronoun.(who / whom / which) 
 

41. Mrs. Taheri is our English teacher. We respect her all the time. 
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31 Change the sentence into passive voice. 
42. Doctors have made a new medicine to cure cancer. 
Passive: --------------------------------------------------------------- . 
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30 .with one relative pronoun entenceComplete the s 
43. The monolingual dictionary------------------------------------------------ . 
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35 
Writing 

Complete the sentences with the correct conjunction.(and , but , so , or) 
11. My English class is really enjoyable; ------ I have a lot of homework. 

15. Reza and Saeed went swimming last week, ------- they had a nice time. 
11. We can eat our lunch at the restaurant; ------ we can have it at home. 
11. My grandfather can't sleep; --------- he is going to drink a glass of hot milk. 
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36 Combine the sentences with conjunction.(but / or / so / and) 
48. Shiva has an exam tomorrow. Shiva must study for exam well tonight. 
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37 Choose the best answer. 
49. The old man wasn't very --------- and kept to himself. 
Communicate  /   communication  /  communicative  /  to communicate 
51. She answered all the questions -------- and pass the exam. 
Correctly  /  correction  /  incorrect  /  incorrectly 
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38 
Cloze 

alphabetical / biography / enter / expressions / translate 
 

A dictionary is a book which explains the meanings of words and (53) ………. . You can find 

words easily because dictionaries put them in (52) ……… order. The word ‘dictionary’ 

comes from the Latin ‘dictio’ (‘saying’). There are several types of dictionaries. Dictionaries 

which explain words and how they are used; dictionaries which (51) ……… words from one 

language to another; dictionaries of (51) ……… which tell about famous people; and 

technical dictionaries which explain the meanings of technical words. 
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39 
Reading 

1Passage  

Dr. Asadi is answering this important question: “why is it important to care for our 

elders?” I think first of all, we need to remember that they are our mothers and fathers, 

and our first teachers. They teach us how to love, how to care, how to forgive, and how to 

accept. Second, elders have more knowledge and wisdom than any one of us. They’ve 

come so far and they’ve learned so much, we have a responsibility to learn from that 

: 



wisdom. But the most important thing is their experience. We may or may not know of all 

the ups and downs they’ve faced in life but they’ve definitely gained experience that is 

worth respecting and learning from. Our elders may hide much pain from us because they 

don’t want us to feel the pain. The least we can do is appreciate them for all they’ve gone 

through and learn from their insight into situations. Yet another important thing is our 

heritage and culture. We have much to learn from our parents regarding our heritage, to 

be proud of our past. This heritage and history brings a sense of belonging. Most 

importantly, it brings us a sense of identity of our past and the responsibility to protect it 

for our future generations. What I can add at the end is the role of our parents’ morals, 

values, and principles in our lives. Our elders have either learned, created or have been 

brought up with a set of morals, values and principles in their lives. Our elders want the 

best for us and they are willing to tell us what set of rules and guidelines have made them 

successful, and hopefully, peaceful.  

True / False  
55. Our elders are our first teachers because we learn the essential principles of life from 
them. a. True                 b. false  

56. The most important point that heritage brings us is a sense of belonging.  
a. True                             b. false      

57. What does “them” in the eighth line of paragraph 1 refer to?  

a. mothers                  b. elders                       c. teachers                d. fathers  
58. Heritage is ………  
a. a sense of identity of our past                        b. a sense of belonging and responsibility  
c. a set of successful rules and guidelines       d. the traditional beliefs, values, customs of a 
family 

:0 2Passage  
When a child is born, he cannot speak. The only way he can communicate with others is 

making a few kinds of sound like crying. By crying, he can show his feelings, he can say, "I 

am hungry, I'm tired, ..." But after a few months, the baby gets aware of his world. At this 

time, he's careful about everything around him, especially his parents. He begins to record 

what they do, what they say and how they act. He even records his parent's accent, tone 

of voice, or gesture. Then the baby starts to imitate them, that is he tries to copy them and 

act just like them. By imitating his parents, he'll be able to say his first words which are 

normally very simple. As time passes, the child's speaking skill develops more and more, 

and when he gets older, he can choose proper words, gestures, and expressions to say 

exactly what he wants. 

 
 59. Which sentence is correct?  

a. The first child's words are very simple.  

b. Parent's gestures are also difficult to practice.  

c. The baby doesn't copy his parent's action.  

d. As a child gets older, he can't speak at all.  

61. The only means of communication for a newborn baby is ………  

a. his facial expressions       b. crying                           c. saying difficult words    d. gestures 

 61. The baby gets to know the world around when he ………  

a. goes to school              b. copies his parents      c. is a few months old         d. acts quickly  

62. The word, “imitate” is closest in meaning to ………  

a. remind                           b. copy                              c. change                               d. respect 
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